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9th Gang-Dou Asia Competition
Kaohsiung City, Taiwan.

Tentation

2,5 cl Tumugi Japanese Koji Spits
1,5 cl Vedrenne lychee liqueur
1 cl Vedrenne peach liqueur
0,5 cl Monin elderflower syrup
1 cl Monin mango fruit mix
puree
2 drops Bob’s bitters Abbotts
1 cl homemade ingredient ( mix
lemon juice, ginger juice and
cardamom powder)
Decoration: japaness pink pepper,
pineapple leaves, radish, lemon peel,
orange peel.

Cocktail OFTD 3d place in the
Bartenders Choice nomination
Bartenders Choice

Cocktail OFTD

Nomination Bartender Choice
Cocktail:
1 place - Yumiko Okazaki
(Japan)
2 nd place - Ivan Aaron Urech
(Switzerland)
3 place - Kevin Wafflart
(Luxembourg)
Our participant Alexander
Pozdnyakov (Lipetsk) took the
12th place.
Cocktail Tentation 1st place
in the Bartenders Choice
nomination Bartenders Choice

Results of the competition.
Flairtending nomination:
1 st place - Hung-Ching Tsai
(Taiwan)
2 nd place - Jonathan Villarma
(Macao)
3rd place - Alexander
Rodoman (Russia)
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Cocktail Formosa by Rodoman
3 place in the Flairtending
nomination

Cocktail Tropical Baby

Cocktail Oona 2nd place in the
Bartenders Choice nomination
Bartenders Choice

On November 30, the 9th
Gang-Dou Asia competition
took place in Kaohsiung
(Taiwan).
For the first time in the history
of this tournament, so many
countries have participated in
Asia. In 2017, barmen from
Japan, Macau, Singapore, Hong
Kong, the Philippines, Taiwan,
South Korea, Portugal, the
Czech Republic, Switzerland,
Latvia, Luxembourg and, of
course, Russia took part in it.
The contest was held according
to IBA rules in two categories:
Bartender Choice Cocktail and
Flairtending.

Cocktail Tropical Baby 1st place
in the Flairtending nomination

4 cl Plantation Pineapple Rum
1.5 cl Liqueur Triple Sec Vedrenne
0.5 cl Falernum Syrup Monin
1 cl Aperol Spritzz Syrup Monin
2 cl Fresh Lime Juice
1 Dash Red Aromatic Suze Bitter
Décoration: lemon, Sweet Potato,
Pink Leaves Pineapple.

3 cl Bacardi rum
1 cl SKYY pineapple vodka
1 cl fresh orange juice
1 cl fresh lemon juice
1,5 cl Monin Sprculoos syrup
1,5 cl Gvine gin
Garnish: orange peel, lemon peel,
lime peel, tomato.

Cocktail Smooth Criminal
2nd place in the Flairtending
nomination

Cocktail Formosa
4 cl vodka
1 cl Vedrenne aloe liqueur
1,5 cl fresh lime juice
4 cl grape Calpis
1,5 cl Monin sugar syrup
Decoration: lemon and lime peel,
beet, carrot.

Cocktail Forest Knight by
Pozdnyakov
Cocktail Oona.

5 cl Sipsmith Gin VJOP
1 cl Lychee Vedrenne liqueur
2 cl Hibiskus Monin syrup
2.5 cl Lime juice
1 cl Eggwhite
6 ds Bergamotte infused Saltwater
Garnish: Lemongras, Orchid,
Pandan leaf, Mint.

Cocktails of other participants
can be found at www.
instagram.com/b.a.r.class/

Cocktail Smooth Criminal

The Russian delegation:
(Sergei Kolbeev, Alexander
Pozdnyakov, Alexander
Rodoman)
Cocktail Forest Knight
4 cl Vedrenne Supercassis liqueur
1,5 cl Monin passion fruit syrup
1 cl King of spirits absinth
1,5 cl egg white
1,5 cl fresh lemon juice
0,5 cl fresh ginger juice
Decoration: physalis and bay leaf.

4,5 cl Havana Club Anejo 3 Rum
1,5 cl Peach liqueur Vedrenne
1,5 cl Elderflower liqueur Vedrenne
1,5 cl Elderflower syrup Monin
1,5 cl fresh lemon juice
1 cl fresh pineapple juice
Decoration: pineapple leaves, orange
and lemon peel.

The three winners in the Bartender
Choice nomination.
From left to right: IBA Vice
President for Asia Mr. Chao-Kun
Kuo (Taiwan), Kevin Wafflart
(Luxembourg, 3rd place), Yumiko
Okazaki (Japan, 1st place), Ivan
Aaron Urech (Switzerland, 2 nd
place), secretary IBA Mr. Derrick
Lee (Singapore).
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INTERGASTRA 2018

FLAIRMANIA

Germany, Stuttgart.

2018

Latvia, Riga

January 25, 2018 in Riga
(Latvia) for the eighth
consecutive year was one of
the most prestigious in the
world competitions among
bartenders «Flairmania 2018».
The contest was held at the «Olympic Voodoo Casino» in the hotel «Radisson Blu Hotel Latvija» and
gathered 60 of the best flair-bartenders from 22 countries. Every year the Flairmania competitions
are becoming more and more discussed event, and the number of views of their future ether on the
Internet is growing all over the world. This is confirmed by the fact that the number of countries
represented by participants in the competition is constantly increasing. In the process of online
registration, available for participation, 60 seats were occupied in only half a minute! The prize
fund of the competitions was 6000 euros and the winner of the competition Marek Posluszny from
Poland won the main prize of 2500 euro. The honorable second place in the competition is occupied
by our compatriot from Russia Alexander Shtifanov. Alexander, as always, impressed the jury with
the variety of technique and the invariable novelty of the complex tricks that are demonstrated for
the first time in every contest. The third place is recognized for Denis Trifanov from Latvia.

Alexander Shtifanov (Russia), Marek Posluszny (Poland), Denis
Trifanov (Latvia).
The jury consisted of their internationally recognized judges
Tom Dyer (Tom Duyer) and Jay du Toit from the UK, as well
as Timppa Nyyssonen from Finland and Lelde Lietaviete from
Latvia.
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In the competition, participate
and six representatives of the
fair sex, of them the longest
way to Riga was done by a
participant from Japan. Girls
fought among themselves for
the title «Flairmania Supergirl
2018».

On February 4, 2018, the 29th International Exhibition of
Hospitality, Catering, Confectionery and Café «Intergastra 2018»
took place in the German city of Stuttgart.
This is the largest gastronomic exhibition event, which takes the
leading place among the German gastronomic exhibitions.
The exhibition event «Intergastra 2018» is held in one of
the largest cities in Germany - Stuttgart, with a frequency of
once every two years. This year the event took place in the
magnificent modern exhibition center «Messe Stuttgart», which
satisfies and anticipates all the needs of both exhibitors and
guests of the International Exhibition.
A full range of goods and services for hotels and restaurants was
presented in 14 halls of the exhibition center. It is the breadth
of product coverage that makes Intergastra 2018 the largest
exhibition of its kind in terms of the number and amount of
orders issued here. About 100 000 visitors from more than
70 countries had an opportunity to get acquainted with new
products and trends of 1420 participants - profile exhibitors of
the exhibition.

• Equipment for confectionery;

The main profiles of the
exhibition::

• Equipment for the public
catering industry;
• Equipment and furniture for
hotels and restaurants;
• Furniture for hotels and
cafes;

• Food, beverages, delicacies;
• Sanitary engineering;
• Saunas, fitness equipment,
sports equipment;
• Raw materials, components,
technologies and equipment
for the production and sale of
ice cream.
• Cash registers.

Evgeny Rybalkin, Pavel
Starikov and Aslan Apazhev
Leaders of the market,
leading suppliers and young
companies, oriented to the
future, presented their ideas at
the exhibition. Very attracted
guests and a demonstration
of the work of members of
the German Associations of
bartenders, waiters and cooks.
Within the framework of
the exhibition program
«Intergastra 2018» a lot of
special shows, discussion
forums and competitions
were held. Especially at the
contest among bartenders,
guests and participants of the
exhibition were remembered
with their entertainment
by team performances. The
competition was held in
the following nominations:
«Flaming», «Classic» (up to
27 years), «Speed Mixing»
and «Blind Tasting». Our
bartenders Evgeny Rybalkin,
Pavel Starikov and Aslan
Apazhev represented Russia
at the competition and took
the honorable second place,
losing only to colleagues from
Germany. The 3rd place was
taken by the Polish team.
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Brandy Sour Challenge
Competition
Cyprus

On March 13 and 14,
the International Barmen
Championship «Brandy Sour
Challenge Competition» took
place in Cyprus.

Russia was represented by
Alexander Rodoman, who
presented his performance in
the original theatrical style.
Before the start of his main

guests and participants
of the competition. Of
course, the jury evaluated
the professionalism of
the participants, but here
Alexander showed the highest
skill of performing the most
complicated elements of
flaming and mixology.

Alexander Rodoman
became the winner
of the «Brandy
Sour Challenge
Competition» Cyprus
Ayia Napa 2018..
From the whole world, the
best representatives of the
bartending profession came
together to represent their
countries at the contest of this
famous Cypriot national drink.

6

flairing program, Alexander
arranged a real puppet show.
This original performance
in the barmen competitions
took hearts, not only a
strict professional jury,
but also amused all the

Unusually delicious, and most importantly
the original cocktails, unlike those that
are usually offered in bars and restaurants
at parties and social events, the festive
atmosphere of the author’s cocktail party
from the «Event Bar-style», will turn your
event or ordinary vacation with friends into
a bright unforgettable event. The cocktail
show is aimed at impressing guests with the
taste and, most importantly, the availability
and simplicity of making drinks. At the
cocktail party you will learn a lot of new
and interesting things about the world of
cocktails and alcohol, you will visit the role
of bartender yourself, feel yourself the owner
of the bar counter. го и интересного о мире
коктейлей и об алкоголе, сами побываете в

роли бармена, ощутите себя хозяином барной
стойки.

EVENT BAR-STYLE
+7 925 878-03-68
www.barclass.ru
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Russian final of the international bartender
contest

WINNERS of the Russian final became:

Nouvelle Vogue International Trophies

In the category «Young Bartender»:

Calvados
2018

January 28, 2018 in Moscow, in the restaurant
«EXTRA Lounge East» hotel KORSTON held
the Russian final of the international bartender
contest «Calvados Nouvelle Vogue International
Trophies 2018».
Every year, the IDAC
(Association of Calvados and
Cider Manufacturers) invites
experienced bartenders and
barmen with a little work
experience to come up with
their own Calvados-based
cocktail, reflecting the main
theme of the competition,
which is deeply rooted in
the culture and heritage of
the Calvados homeland - the
Normandy region in France.
This year in the final of the
national selection round,
the top 20 bartenders from
different regions of Russia
presented their author’s
cocktail at the contest.
This year’s theme of the contest:
«Vegetables».
From the received 140
applications for participation
in the final of the contest,
12 barmen were chosen in
the category «Profi» and 8
bartenders in the category
«Young bartender». Each

8

1 st place - Dronov ARTHUR (Moscow, «City Space Bar»);
2 nd place - KRASOTKINA TATIANA (Sochi, bar «COCOS»);
3rd place - VASILIEVA ANNA (Ekaterinburg, restaurant of
Chinese cuisine «Friendship»);
4th place - PARSHINTSEV RUSLAN (Voronezh, restaurant
«Artist»);
5th place - KOSICH ANASTASIA (St. Petersburg, Dictator Bar).

In the category «Profi»:
1 st place - NECHAEV IGOR (Moscow, «O2 lounge», «RitzCarlton»);
2 nd place - VISA ROMAN (Yaroslavl, «GoodCarma»);
3rd place - ANTON’S MALTSEV (Moscow, «Pinch», «Ugolёk»).
4th place - BEZDENEJNEI ILYA (Ekaterinburg, Restaurant
«Lost and Found»); 5th place - YARUTIN ALEXEY (Yalta,
Palma Kichen & Bar).

recipe for the cocktail of
the contestants included a
choice of calvados (Boulard
grand solage, Pere Magloire,
Chateau du Breuil, Domaine
du coquerel, Maitre Pierre,
Busnel) and at least one
vegetable.
All participants demonstrated
a high professional level of
preparation of cocktails and
the ability to present their
vision of the competitive
theme. Especially emotionally
expressed were the moments
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when the contestants told
stories and ideas of creating
their own cocktail. And, of
course, at the moment when
the boys took a shaker to make
a drink, a wave of support and
applause enveloped the hall.
Throughout the event, a very
warm and friendly atmosphere
reigned.
The competent jury took into
account all the professional
skills of the contestants, the
complexity and originality of
the performance.

The winners of the Russian
final «Calvados Nouvelle
Vogue International Trophies
2018», one in the «Profi»
category and one in the «Young
Bartender» category, will
represent Russia in France on
March 25-26, 2018.

The jury consisted of competent personalities in the bartender industry:

The technique was evaluated:

Sergei Tsyro - Honorary President and founder of the Bartender Association of Russia;
Denis Temnei is the winner of international and Russian barmen competitions, the ex-vicepresident of the Bartender Association of Russia, the «Bakardi Rus» trade-ambassador for Eastern
Europe.

Tasting jury:

Alexander Starushko - bartender, bar manager, leading specialist of Bartender Brothers for bar
consulting and development, co-owner of West 4 coffee house.
Vladimir Zhuravlyov - the founder of «Bartender Brothers» and a barman-archivist, well-known in
the barman environment;
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Russian final of the international bartender contest

«Calvados Nouvelle Vogue International Trophies 2018».
Roman Tabakov is a professional bartender, a former member
of the professional association «Russian Cocktail Club», a
participant and a winner of prestigious professional competitions,
including second in Calvados Trophies 2016. Brand Ambassador
«Private distillery Rodionov with Sons».
Arina Nikolskaya - Director of the Moscow Bar Show;
Oksana Dovzhuk is an expert on calvados, a man in love with
this drink, who was more than 20 times in the production of
various Calvados, a permanent member of the jury of «Calvados
Trophies» of previous years;
Vitaly Skripchinsky - winner and winner of many Russian and
international competitions among bartenders, a bar-manager of
such institutions as «Ugolek», «Chinese diploma», the best barmanager in 2016 according to the version of «Barproof».

Calvados Nouvelle Vogue International Trophies
2018
Normandy, Caen (France).

The partners of the competition were:

- Calvados «Boulard grand solage» - the legendary Calvados - the brightest and fruity of all the
Calvados of the Boulard line;
- Calvados «Pere Magloire» is a drink traditionally produced in the northwest of France in
Normandy in the most prestigious part of the Calvados department - in Pays d’Auge AOC;
- Calvados «Chateau du Breuil» - a young Calvados, whose composition is formed from alcohols,
whose exposure was held in oak barrels for at least two years;
- Calvados «Domaine du coquerel» is a great French apple drink! Produced by his company
«Domaine du Coquerel»;
- Calvados «Maitre Pierre» - this exquisite alcoholic beverage is produced in France by the
company SLAUR. This concern appeared in 1972 after the merger of several companies with a
history of about a hundred years;
- Calvados «Busnel» - produced at Distillery Bünel Distillerie Busnel is the oldest Calvados
production company. Busnel’s Calvados have been made since 1820 in the town of Cormey, which
is located in the heart of the Normandy province - the Pays d’Auge.
- Barline syrups are an exclusive partner.;
Exhibition Company «ASTI GROUP»;
- Mineral water «Courtois» from the company «Aqualife».

Information Partners:

- Beer portal «PROFBIR» - the most visited industrial resource of runet;
- The company «LeClick» (LEKLIK) - service promotion of restaurants.
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March 25-26, traditionally, in one of the cities of Normandy Cane, the final of the international contest «Calvados Nouvelle
Vogue International Trophies 2018» was held.
Every year IDAC (Association of Calvados and Cider
Manufacturers) invites experienced barmen and barmen with a
little work experience (up to one year) to invent their own author’s
cocktail on the basis of Calvados, reflecting the main theme of
the competition, which always deeply rooted in the culture and
heritage of the Calvados homeland - the region Normandy in
France. This year’s theme is vegetables.
The winners of the contest in the category «Young bartender» were
the ladies:
1st place - Kamila Janko (Poland);
2nd place - Johanna Lucas (Germany);
3rd place - Marion Moutte (Switzerland).
Winners of the competition in the category «Profi»:
1st place - Robert Piasecki (Poland);
2nd place - David Berfner (Sweden);
3rd place - Camille Chaveron (Switzerland).
Russia at the competition this year was represented by Arthur
Dronov, who was named the «Best Young Bartender of Russia» by
Calvados-2018 at the final of the Russian qualifying stage of the
international competition.
Arthur in Normandy prepared his author’s cocktail «The Arrow
of Apollo», which consisted of spicy earthy beet notes, the aroma
of wild cherry blossom and the fresh fruit character of Calvados.

02/2018 . BARnews
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RUSSIAN NATIONAL COMPETITION
AMONG BARMEN

1 st place was taken by Pavel Starikov from the city of
Lipetsk. Pavel, having won the Russian finals Mattoni Grand

Drink 2018, will represent Russia at the International Finals of the
Competition in Prague (Czech Republic) on June 15-17, 2018.

On March 29, an important
event in the hospitality
industry took place at one of
the most beautiful panoramic
grounds of the capital in the
«Extra Lounge Bar East» on
the 20th floor of the Korston
hotel. The Russian final of
the barmen contest «Mattoni
Grand Drink 2018».
The event was organized
by the All-Russian Public
Organization «Bartender
Association of Russia».
Contests among bartenders
are always distinguished by a
festive, cheerful atmosphere,
which was not an exception
even this time.
The competition «MATTONI
GRAND DRINK 2018» is
popular, not only in Russia,
but all over the world. The
international contest «21st
Mattoni Grand Drink 2018»
is part of the Mattoni Koktejl
Festival, whose purpose is to
promote healthy lifestyles and
is dedicated to the celebration
of the World Day of NonAlcohol Cocktail World Day
of Non-alcoholic Cocktail. The
competition is held within the
framework of the 8th World
Championship in mixing nonalcoholic cocktails under the
auspices of the International
Barmen Association (IBA).

12

MATTONI GRAND DRINK 2018
The venue of the international competition is traditionally
chosen in Prague’s Old Town Square, where the winner of the
Russian final Mattoni Grand Drink 2018 will represent Russia
at the International Final of the Competition in Prague (Czech
Republic) on 15-17 June 2018.
The history of the trade mark «Mattoni» originates in 1864 in
a small resort town not far from Karlovy Vary. Today the brand
belongs to Karlovarské Minerální Vody, the largest producer of
mineral and spring water in the Czech Republic.
Water «Mattoni» is known all over the world, thanks to its natural
and medicinal properties. Possessing an effective energy effect,
mineral water quickly restores strength, increases the tone of the
body and eliminates all the symptoms of fatigue.
The purpose of the national Russian contest «Mattoni Grand
Drink 2018» was to search for new non-traditional cocktails that
are prepared in an innovative style and can be cooked in almost
any bar. Creativity and innovation, as well as the technological
quality of the cocktail - were a key part of the evaluation.
The main task of the contestants was to match the non-alcoholic
cocktail with the following requirements:
1. The cocktail should be innovative;
2. Easy to prepare;
3. The cocktail should be created with a limited amount of calories
(no more than 65 kcal / 100 ml.).
These key requirements correspond to the modern lifestyle and
meet the current perspective of healthy nutrition using lowcalorie ingredients.
The professional jury consisted of Sergei Tsyro and Dmitry
Ananyev, who determined the top three winners:
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Golovlev Maxim (Moscow) took the 2nd place;
The third place - Fedotov Maxim (Moscow).

The winner of the International Finals «Mattoni Grand Drink
2018» in Prague will receive 10 000 USD;
2 nd place - 3 000 USD;
3rd place - 2 000 US dollars.
As guests at the event were:
• Representatives of leading Russian companies in the restaurant,
hotel and tourism business;
• Representatives of companies supplying equipment and
products for restaurants, bars and other specialized organizations;
• Experts in the professional sector;
• Representatives of leading Russian and foreign suppliers of
alcoholic beverages in Russia;
• Famous personalities from the country’s bar industry, including
winners of international competitions and championships among
bartenders;
• Recognizable representatives of show business and other famous
guests.

Partners of the Russian finals «Mattoni Grand Drink 2018»: syrups «MIXOMANIUM»,
exhibition company «Asti Group» and hotel «KORSTON».

Information partners: Public Moscow television (OMT), RIA FAN («Federal News Agency»),
Multimedia information center «Izvestia», OGTRK «YAMAL-REGION», Information portal
EVENTMARKET (EventMarket) and 4banket, the company «Hong Kong TV».
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MOSCOW SELECTION TOUR OF THE

WORLD COCKTAIL CHAMPIONSHIP
2018 BARMENTS.

On March 29, the Moscow
selection round of the World
Cocktail Championship 2018
World Cup (WCC-2018)
took place in one of the most
beautiful panoramic grounds
of the capital in the Extra
Lounge Bar East on the 20th
floor of the Korston Hotel.
The event was organized
by the All-Russian Public
Organization «Barmen
Association of Russia».
The competition is a regional
qualifying round for the
All-Russian Final of the
World Championship among
bartenders «World Cocktail
Championship» (WCC-2018).
The international final of the
World Cocktail Championship
2018 will be held in October
2018 in Tallinn (Estonia).

4th place - Alexander Gostilovsky;
5th place - Belyshev Sergey;
6th place - Evgeniy Prostetsky;
7-th place - Galimzyanov Eugene;
8th place - Maxim Krasnenko;
9th place - Sergey Gorokhov.
The format of the barmen competition was held in several
categories::
The category «Best profi» («Classics») - participant, it was
necessary to pass the nominations, in which knowledge and
practical skills are evaluated according to various professional
criteria:
- the nomination «Mixology»
- the «Bar style» nomination,
The category «Flairing» - is a performance in a free style with
a pre-prepared program and preparation of 2 cocktails (1 preselected, 1-fantasy).
The technical jury of the contest in the category «Best profi»
(«Classics»):
- in the nomination «Mixology» - Pozdnyakov Alexander;
- in the nomination «Bar-style» - Panov Yaroslav.
Tasting jury:
- Arina Nikolskaya;
- Alexander Starushko;
- Mochnov Alexey
Evaluated the category of «Flaming» - Vyacheslav Gazukin.
Winner in the category «Best Profi» («Classic») Guzov Maxim
received the title of «Best Bartender of Moscow 2018» and the
right to represent the region - Moscow at the All-Russian Final,
which will be held July 27, 2018 (Moscow, Hotel KORSTON).
2 nd place - Markevich Olga
3rd place - Feinberg Daniil
Participants who took 2 (second) and 3 (third) places are also
allowed to participate in the All-Russian Final of WCC-2018.
4 th place - Suslov Alexander;
5th place - Yevgeny Zhelnov;
6th place - Vergul Ivan;
7th place - Maxim Golovlev;
8th place - Arthur Dronov;
9th place - Sergey Petukhov.
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The winner of the category «Flaming» Evgeny Rybalkin received
the title of «Moscow champion in flaring 2018» and the right to
represent the region - Moscow at the All-Russian final, which will
be held July 27, 2018 (Moscow, Hotel KORSTON).
2 nd place - Markevich Olga
3rd place - Alexey Zabotkin
Participants who took 2 (second) and 3 (third) places are also
allowed to participate in the All-Russian Final of WCC-2018.
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«The Bartender Association of Russia» thanks the
partners of the event:
- Syrups «BARLINE»;
- Exhibition Company «Asti Group»
- Hotel «KORSTON»
- Vodka «KREMLIN» (KREMLIN)
- Vodka «ROMANOV» (ROMANOV)
- Liqueurs «MARIE BRIZAR» (Marie Brizard)
- The company «MIRACLE LAKE», which provided
delicious milk and cream for the event.

INFORMATION PARTNERS:
- Public Moscow Television (OMT)
- RIA FAN («Federal News Agency»)
- Multimedia Information Center
«Izvestiya»
- Information portal
EVENTMARKET (EventMarket) and
4banket.
- Russian news (all news -24)
- The company «Hong Kong TV».
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KREMLIN AWARD Grand Premium

To accompany diplomatic receptions and receptions in the Kremlin, it
was decided to develop a drink that was to become a hallmark of highlevel events and personify Russia. Unanimously, it was decided that
such an official beverage should be vodka, as a native Russian product.
Created in 1901, the recipe for this vodka for a long time kept in strict
secrecy, which gave it a certain status and exclusivity. Vodka was
produced only on special order from the Kremlin, limited volume.
We decided to keep the legend of its origin in the name of vodka,
calling it KREMLIN AWARD Grand Premium.
Vodka KREMLIN AWARD Grand Premium keeps its fidelity to traditions
and history, combining them with an innovative approach to the

MARIE BRIZARD

The company Marie Brizard was founded in 1755 in Bordeaux by Maria Brizar,
who dedicated her life to charity, constantly helping the sick and the poor.
Among the people cured by Marie Brizar, there was a sailor who, in gratitude
for the care and treatment, gave her the recipe for an elixir made from anise.
Marie made this elixir, and it became so popular that it allowed Marie Brisar to
put its production and sale on a commercial basis. It was at this time that Maria
Brizar founded her own company and started producing natural fruit and berry
liqueurs. The whole range of products Marie Brizard has a rich, rich taste and
a variety of shades of aromas. A careful approach to the selection of berries,
fruits and spices, as well as a unique recipe allowed Marie Brizard to create a
wide range of balanced high-quality liqueurs, popular all over the world. Today,
the liqueurs Marie Brizard - the number one brand among the French liqueurs.
The company successfully exports them to more than 130 countries. In order

16
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KREMLIN AWARD
Classic
Vodka KREMLIN AWARD
Classic was created by modern
highly qualified distillers, who
were able to restore the classic
recipe of Russian vodka, created
on the basis of juniper. Created
with the use of folk recipes,
KREMLIN AWARD Classic
reflected the best of the centuriesold experience of the people of
Ancient Rus and modern Russia,
combining ancient recipe and
modern possibilities together. The
ready blend, after cooking, «two
weeks» is contained in the tanks
and only after a second tasting
comes to the bottling shop.
Vodka KREMLIN AWARD Classic
is characterized by softness and
subtle jagging aftertaste.
to achieve the maximum quality
of their drinks, Marie Brizard uses
only the best fruits from all corners
of the globe: selected chocolate
beans and coconuts from Africa, the
best oranges of the «Bitter» variety
from Haiti, magnificent Colombian
cocoa beans, juicy mandarins from
Spain , more than 400 ingredients.
To ensure that the liqueurs Marie
Brizard as much as possible convey
the taste, color and aroma of fresh
fruits and berries, they are collected
at the peak of maturation. Then they
are distilled and insisted in strict
accordance with the original recipe
Marie Brizard. Thanks to this, all
Marie Brizard liqueurs have a natural
taste, excellent, fresh aroma and true
French charm.
In addition, the shape of the bottle
is specially designed for maximum
convenience when bartenders work.
Therefore, the liqueurs «Marie Brisar»
- a natural choice of bartenders
around the world.

Vodka KREMLIN AWARD received a platinum medal at the exhibition Prodexpo
in Russia in 2012.
Vodka KREMLIN AWARD won a gold medal at the tasting competition
International Review of Spirits Competition Chicago in the USA in 2013.
Vodka KREMLIN AWARD won a gold medal at the tasting contest Vodka Masters
Competition in the UK in 2013.
Vodka KREMLIN AWARD received the Grand Prix for the quality of alcoholic
products at the tasting competition within the framework of the exhibition
Prodexpo in Russia in 2014.
Vodka KREMLIN AWARD won a gold medal at the tasting competition World
Spirits Award in Austria in 2014.
Vodka KREMLIN AWARD received a double gold medal at the independent
tasting contest CWSA Best Value 2014, in Hong Kong in 2014.
Vodka KREMLIN AWARD received the prestigious status of a finalist at the
Ultimate Spirits Challenge 2014, USA, in 2014.
Vodka KREMLIN AWARD received a Double Gold Medal at the tasting contest
International Taste Quality Institute Brussels. Brussels, 2014.

Vodka KREMLIN AWARD won a gold medal at the tasting competition
International Review of Spirits Competition in Chicago, USA. year 2014.
Vodka KREMLIN AWARD received recognition of quality: it was tested by the
Kashrut Department under the Chief Rabbinate of Russia. 2015 year.
Vodka KREMLIN AWARD won the gold medal at the international competition
San Francisco World Spirits Competition 2016, in San Francisco in 2016.
Vodka KREMLIN AWARD CLASSIC received a double gold medal at the
independent tasting contest CWSA Best Value 2017, in Hong Kong in 2017.
Vodka KREMLIN AWARD CLASSIC received a gold medal at the tasting contest
of the World Spirits Award in Austria in 2017.
INFO@KREMLIN-AWARD.COM
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BARMAN DAY

The Barmen Association of Russia
and its partners celebrated the

BARMAN DAY

MOSCOW

BARMAN DAY

•

LIFE IN THE REGIONS

SMOLENSK
Competition «Bar Style» in the beer club «Dr. Hop».
By tradition, the Bartender Association of Russia in Smolensk
celebrated its professional holiday 12 times. As part of the party
held in the beer club «Dr. Hop «contest among the bartenders in
the category» Bar Style «.

«Bar Style Competetion» in «Barshow Place».
On February 6, in the loft bar «BARSHOW PLACE» Alexander
Rodoman celebrated the International Bartender’s Day. The
organizer was the Barmen Association of Russia. As always,
the holiday was stunning, sparkling and soaked with that allconsuming energy that is present at all events created by the
professional community of bartenders. The focus during the
celebration was the competition «BAR STYLE COMPETETION»,
in which the best bartenders competed, including well-known
masters of «bar style». The jury consisted of authoritative
representatives of the profession. During the performances, the
participants of the competition really «lit», showing an excellent
level of training and talent, and also received a lot of applause!
A well thought out scenario, costumes and staging turned from
contestants into a real theatrical performance. But, despite the
emotional component of the performances, the experienced jury
was not inclined to concessions and inexorably evaluated, first of
all, the professionalism of the participants.
1 st place -Sergei Krasinsky;
2 nd place - Evgeniy Rybalkin;
3rd place - special guest from Germany Goerkem Harp.
The Barmen Association of Russia expresses great gratitude for the cooperation in organizing the event
to partners:
- The company «Pernod Ricard Rouss», which provided for the event Jameson whiskey, gin
Beefeater, rum Havana Club, tequila Olmeca, vodka Absolute;
- The company «Akvalifef», which provided for the event the mineral water «Courtois» and a drink
«Baikal 1977»;
- Company «Selecciones Aviva Espana» - for provided wines;
- Energy drink EFFECT;
- Company «Ledocool» - for the provided ice;
- The company «Choreka» - for the provided syrups MIXOMANIA.
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According to the results of the technical and tasting jury, Yury Turyak (Pushkin Bar) became the
brightest and technically «stylish» barman of Smolensk region.
2 nd place - Turkov Sergey («Harats pub»),
The third place was shared by Rusak Anton («K & b») and Sudakov Dmitry («Galaxy park»).
The Bartender Association of Russia in Smolensk expresses gratitude for the help in organizing the
partners of the event: a group of companies «Ladoga», energy drink «Effect», hypermarket «Metro cc», company «Coca-cola».

MURMANSK
Competition «Polar Lights 2» in the cocktail lounge Negroni Club.
On February 6, the day of the International Bartender’s Day, a contest among bartenders «Polar
Lights 2» was held in Murmansk for the title of «Best Bartender».
For the title of the best battled 10 bartenders.
According to the results of the voting of six jury members
(technical, tasting and presentation), Alexei Pannantsev from
Bar Terrace was recognized as the best barman in the city of
Murmansk. Alexey prepared a cocktail based on bacon tincture
and cream, supplemented with venison pies. The organizer of the
contest was the Murmansk Bartender Association.
Partners: vodka «Tundra» and syrup «Barlin». The information
partner of the event is «Our Radio».
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YAROSLAVL

Competition «BAR style masters’s 2018» in the cafe-pub
«Nails».
On February 6, the International Bartender’s Day in 2018 was
held in Voronezh Cafe-pub «Nails».
This event was the main event for Voronezh bartenders, as on this
day, among the participants of the contest «BAR style masters’s
2018», three best ones were identified.
On instructions, it was necessary to prepare cocktails and drinks
for a while, taking into account the quality and originality of the
feed, using the new technique of the «bar style» work. And all this
was assessed by the main technical jury - Nikonova Victoria and
Polezhaev Alexander.
Champions of the competition
«BAR style master’s 2018 Voronezh»:
1st place - Ivanov Artem («JUST. Bar & kitchen»;
2 nd place - Titarev Vyacheslav (cafe-pub «Nails»);
3rd place - Arthur Aytmukhametov «#Look».

Competition «Obstacle stripe»
In Yaroslavl, the «Strike of obstacles» competition was held, dedicated to the Day of the Barman, in
which 13 contestants, 4 judges and 11 sponsoring companies took part.
Conditions of the competition:
1. The barmen had to prepare one cocktail (obstacle course - «Fantastic cocktail») in the bar, using
only the sponsorship of the company «Denview Limited»;
2. Prepare 2 cappuccinos and 2 espresso.
12 participants took part in preparing a cocktail from the Black Box.
The winner in the competition for the preparation of coffee - Danila Milevsky,
The winner in the obstacle «Fantastic cocktail» - Barkov Cyril,
The winner in the category «Black Box» - Sharapova Olga,

The winner of the contest is Krasnopolskaya Sophia.

NOVOKUZNETSK
The partners of the event were: Barline syrups, Effect® energy drinks, Fruko Schulz liqueurs, Ladoga
company, Gvozdy café pub.
In the second part of the holiday, the III-rd annual award ceremony
took place «For the contribution to the development of the
profession of a bartender in Voronezh 2018»:
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«Brand-bartender» of the Voronezh Bartender Association 2018:
Shershneva Ludmila, Rassokhin Elena, Popov Valery,Vladimir
Zatsepin, Parshintsev Ruslan.
«Ideological Inspirer» of the Voronezh Bartender Association 2018:
Loponosov Vadim, Gukov Denis, Abakumov Alexey.
«The leading brand» of the Voronezh Bartender Association 2018:
Kolesnikov Ilya, Talitsky Danil.
«Specialist» of the Voronezh Bartender Association 2018:
Nikonova Victoria, Ivanov Artem, Alexander Polezhaev, Makarov
Igor, Roman Seleznev.
«Magister» of the Voronezh Bartender Association 2018:
Nikulichev Alexey.

02/2018 . BARnews

The contest «Bloody Mary» in the «Cocktail Bar Indica».
On February 2, on the eve of the Bartender’s Day in
Novokuznetsk in the «Cocktail Bar Indica», a contest for the
author’s variation of the classic cocktail «Bloody Mary» was held.
At the competition, the barman’s ability to present his drink with
a story or legend was assessed.
Judges: Evgeny Kalkof (BAR); Kirill Nattachayev (BAR).
Tasting jury: Evgeni Mikhailin (company «Pernod Ricard»); Alexander Kozhinov (chief chef and
head of exclusive catering); Michael Zobov (stylist, founder and co-founder of the beauty salon
«Feeling»).
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In addition, his show was a recognized talent master Vladimir Surikov.
The organizers of the event: Andrey Sapsaev, MASTER MiX; Kalikin Stanislav, Bar-bar «Che
Guevara».
The main partner of the competition is the «Alcoholic Siberian Group» (ASG).
Partners of the event: Sibbitter, Husky, Bochkari, Maza beer, Barline syrups, Pepsico and Fruko
Schulz.
7 contestants competed.

ASTRAHAN

Winners:

1 place - Sergey Konovalov («Ubar»);
2 nd place - Yegor Petukhov (Irish pub Smart);
3rd place - Ivan Maltsev (Park Park).
All participants were awarded with diplomas for participation and commemorative prizes. For the
first place - a cash prize in the amount of 5000 rubles. The event was attended by about 120 people.

Partners of the event: Pernod Ricard; «Cocktail bar Indica»; Ubar - the Bar of Novokuznetsk; the
company «Choreka»; hotel complex «Lotus».

BARNAUL
«World Bartender’s Day» in the bar «Che Guevara».
February 6, 2018 in the bar «CHE GUEVARA» was held the
event «World Bartender’s Day».
The event was held in memory of compatriot, barman Rylove
Sergey.Each participant presented to the jury one author’s cocktail
in two copies and demonstrated a high level of professionalism.
Within the framework of the competition, a master class and
presentation from the DNA network «Birshop» and the handicraft
distillery «Los and Cedar» took place.
In the competition «Classic» was attended by 14 people.
Judges Schegolev Maxim and Sapsaev Andrew evaluated the
appearance of the drink, the technique of the barman, the flow
and taste of the cocktail.
1 place - Lakiza Ivan (Belokurikha, restaurant complex «The Fifth Wheel»);
2 nd place - Alexey Pashchenko (Barnaul, «Che Guevara» bar);
3 rd place - Dmitry Ogorodnikov (Barnaul, restaurant «Zarechye»).

February 6, 2018 in the Astrakhan State Polytechnic College the qualifying round of juniors of the
competition «Championship of professional skill» BAR-Astrakhan, 2018 «was held.
Participants of the competition demonstrated a high level of practical skills and knowledge of the
recipe for popular classic cocktails. The contest was held in two nominations: an author’s nonalcoholic cocktail and an author’s alcoholic cocktail.
The winner of the qualifying round Daniel Yemtsov, just 2 points ahead of his «friend-rival».
According to the tasting, the jury cocktail Daniel was tastier. Participants also demonstrated the
skills of quickly and accurately working with tools for carving. The performance of juniors deserves
respect for the pursuit of professionalism and the search for their style and image.
After the presentation and receipt of prizes and certificates, all participants were acquainted with the
evaluation sheets.

KALUGA
Competition «The Rocket Cup 2018. Team Edition».
On February 6, the competition dedicated to the professional
holiday «THE ROCKET CUP 2018. TEAM EDITION. KALUGA
CITY ».
In the competition for the preparation of author’s cocktails, teams
from the institutions of Kaluga, Obninsk and Smolensk competed.
10 participants competed. The winners were:
1st place - Eugenia Sukhotina and Dmitri Pavlov («Speaking ELEPHANT» bar, Kaluga);
2nd place - Klishchenko Daniil and Andrey Terekhov («Fabrika» grill-bar, Kaluga);
3rd place - Gennady Lysenkov and Robert Khaimov («The Rocket Pub», Kaluga).
Special prizes were awarded to:
In the nomination «Flairing Show»: Legostaev Alexander and Marusin Pavel (FSB, bar «Sherlock
Holmes», Obninsk);
In the nomination «Mix Flairing» and «Classic»: Evgenia Bychkova and Nikita Dunaev (Smolensk).
Partners of the event: The Ladoga Group, METRO Cash and Carry in Kaluga, the Barmen
Association of Russia in Kaluga, The Rocket Pub & Bar Catering.
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Volgograd

The contest

«It’s A Rematch! Beeyatch!»
February 27, 2018 in Volgograd in the Friends Bar with the powerful support of the companies
Monin, Perno Ricar Rus, Ladoga, Polugar, Complex-Bar Volgograd and E-On held the 5th « It’s A
Rematch! Beeyatch! «, In which bartenders from Sochi, Saratov, Krasnodar and Volgograd met.

The victory was celebrated by Arman Hovsepyan from the atmospheric bar «Rushed»!
The Cup remained in Volgograd!
The event was held under the slogan «Bartender together».
March 19, 2018 in the entertainment center «Galaxy-Park» was
one of the biggest parties (about 1000 visitors) over the past few
years, dedicated to the association of workers in the hospitality
industry in Smolensk and the Smolensk region.
As part of the Staff-party, the Bartender Association of
Russia in the Smolensk held a competition that determines
the fastest bartender in the region. The guest of the evening Valery Rudkovsky (representative of the company «Choreka»
representing the syrups «MIXOMANIA») acquainted all
present at the event with barmen of Smolensk region with a new
developing brand in the market in the category «syrups».
The winner was Sergey Turkov (Belgian pub «Maneken»), second
place - Nikita Dunaev (lounge bar «MINE»), third place - Yuri
Turyak (bar «Pushkin»). All participants received valuable
prizes from the partners of the event: syrups «MIXOMANIA»,
GC «Ladoga», Empire of beer (brand «KROMBACHER») and
«Perno-Ricar».
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Tomsk
Charitable action from BAR Tomsk for pupils of «Ogonyok.»
Another charity event was held by representatives of the Bartender Association of Russia in Tomsk
in the Center for Social Assistance to Family and Children «Ogonyok.» Such events have already
become a good tradition for Tomsk representatives of BAR. In parallel with the core activities, they
again organized a children’s event for the pupils of the Center. Bright artists and delicious milkshakes
pleased the children on the spring break! The Bartender Association in Tomsk expresses its gratitude
to the partners of the event for the festive agency «Alchemy-Event», namely: the director Sofya
Sevostyanova and the animator Victoria Hadkevich, the illusionist magician Victor Opolsky, the DJ
Denis Nosov, the photographer Artyom Kairov and the videographer Maxim Shumsky. For your
information:Center for Social Assistance to the Family and Children Ogonyok, Tomsk, for 14 years
was a social and rehabilitation center for minors and helped children and families in difficult life
situations. Since 2012, the Center for Family and Child Care has expanded its field of activity to work
with disabled children and children with disabilities.
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WATER

TONIC

MARKET REVIEW

In the New Year’s issue of
BARNEWS magazine No. 5-6, a
brief review of various gin brands,
presented on the world market,
was published. Continuing the
theme, we offer a drink that is
logically the most famous in the
tandem of G & T - it’s a tonic.
Tonic was originally created in
the XVIII century to combat
scurvy and malaria among British
soldiers. In those days, there was
only one medicine to win the
disease - it’s quinine. Doctors
made quinine tincture, which was
called «Tonic». Soldiers began
to add tonic to gin - the most
popular, in those days, among
the English, an alcoholic drink.
This alcoholic innovation was to
everyone’s liking, and the problem
with malaria and scurvy was
solved. For a long time the British
colonial wars have ended, but the
invented medicine has remained
a favorite drink. Soon it began to
be perceived as an independent
alcoholic cocktail, and not as a
medicine.
Today, the tonic drink is often
used as a diluent of strong
alcoholic beverages, and not
only gin, but also tequila, vodka,
absinthe or vermouth. Having a
characteristic sour-bitter taste,
the tonic is beautifully opened
in tandem with other drinks, for
example, to create non-alcoholic
cocktails, the tonic is mixed with
berry or fruit juices.

.......................................................
AQUA MONACO
Germany

.......................................................
LE TRIBUTE TONIC
Spain

Tonic Monaco is a tonic water
with tart quinine, based on
high-quality mineral water
Aqua Monaco. Tonic contains
a high level of carbon dioxide
and is an ideal component for
mixed drinks served with a
slice of lemon.
- Presented on the market: 2011
- Volume: 0.23 liters.
- Manufacturer: Aqua Monaco,
Germany.

Tonic is specially developed
for LE TRIBUTE Gin. All
ingredients of the tonic are
of natural origin. Quinine
provides a herbaceous, bitter
note. In the composition there
are lemon, grapefruit and
rosemary.
- Presented on the market: 2017
- Volume: 0,20 l.
- Manufacturer: MG
Distfilerias, Spain, Barcelona.

In our review, of course, not all
types of tonic are represented,
but only some, most widely
represented on the world market.
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.......................................................
GENTS SWISS ROOTS
TONIC WATER
Switzerland

.......................................................
SCHWEPPES PREMIUM
MIXER -TONIC HIBISCUS
Spain

.......................................................
SCHWEPPES PREMIUM
MIXER - TONIC ORIGINAL
Spain

The tonic contains quinine,
an extract of Sicilian lemons
and yellow gentian. Perfectly
balanced tonic bitterness is the
perfect combination with the
refined plant extracts of Jin.
- Presented on the market: 2012
- Volume: 0,20 l.
- Manufacturer: Gents GmbH,
Switzerland, Zurich.

The new tonic Schweppes
Premium is characterized by
a delicate, floral and fruity
taste. The color of the drink
resembles a hibiscus flower.
- Presented on the market: 2016
- Volume: 0,20 l.
- Manufacturer: Schweppes.

The very delicate taste of
Schweppes Premium Mixer
oricinal allows for full
disclosure of all the flavors in
the blended beverage. Suitable
for all varieties of premium gin.
- Presented on the market: 2015
- Volume: 0,20 l.
- Manufacturer: Schweppes.

.......................................................
SCHWEPPES PREMIUM
MIXER - TONIC PINK
PEPPER
Spain

....................................................
SCHWEPPES PREMIUM
MIXER - TONIC ORANGE
BLOSSOM & LAVENDER
Spain

.......................................................
SCHWEPPES PREMIUM
MIXER - TONIC GINGER &
CARDAMOM
Spain

Tonic Schweppes Premium
Mixer Pink Pepper for
connoisseurs looking for new
sensations. Pink pepper will
give your drink a spicy touch.
- Volume: 0,20 l.
- Manufacturer: Schweppes.

Tonic contains a floral mix,
which combines the aromas
of lavender and orange.
Flower shades make it an
ideal accompaniment for dry
gins. It is a tonic with a full of
grace, Mediterranean
bias.
- Volume: 0,20 l.
- Manufacturer: Schweppes.

Schweppes Premium Mixer
Ginger & Cardamom - exotic
mix. A mixture of ginger and
cardamom create in the tonic
an exotic taste and take away
from the routine of everyday
life.
- Volume: 0,20 l.
- Manufacturer: Schweppes.
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.......................................................
FEVER-TREE AROMATIC
TONIC WATER
England

.......................................................
FEVER-TREE MEDITERRANEAN TONIC WATER
England

.......................................................
FEVER-TREE NATURALLY
LIGHT TONIC WATER
England

.......................................................
SWISS MOUNTAIN SPRING
CLASSIC TONIC WATER
Switzerland

.......................................................
SWISS MOUNTAIN SPRING
GINGER & LEMONGRASS
Switzerland

.......................................................
SWISS MOUNTAIN SPRING
ROSEMARY TONIC WATER
Switzerland

One of the founders of this
tonic is Tim Warrilow, who in
South America discovered an
angostura. The bitter bark of
angostura and aromatic plants,
such as cardamom, capsicum,
creates a unique taste in the
tonic, which enhances the
aroma of juniper in Gina.
- Volume: 0,20 l.
- Manufacturer: Fever-Tree
Ltd., London, UK.

Tonic is obtained by mixing
essential oils from flowers,
fruits and herbs that are
collected from all over the
Mediterranean coast. This is a
unique, delicate, floral tonic,
created for the best gins and
vodkas.
- Volume: 0,20 l.
- Manufacturer: Fever-Tree
Ltd., London, UK.

This tonic is the world’s first
low-calorie tonic that does not
contain artificial ingredients.
It contains 58% less calories
than Indian Tonic Water. It is a
delicious tonic that combines
natural quinine with citrus
fruits, aromatic herbs and soft
spring water.
- Volume: 0,20 l.
- Manufacturer: Fever-Tree
Ltd., London, UK.

Classic tonic water from
Switzerland. The tonic contains
a pure harmony of taste and
natural aroma of the best
lemons and high-quality
quinine of natural origin from
India and Indonesia. This tonic
is the perfect companion for
any premium gin.
- Volume: 0,20 l.
- Manufacturer: Sygama SA,
Basel
.......................................................

Fresh exotic in the tincture of
Swiss Mountain Spring Ginger
& Lemongrass. Natural flavors
of Indian ginger and quinine of
natural origin from Indonesia.
It goes well with any gin.
- Volume: 0,20 l.
- Manufacturer: Sygama SA,
Basel

Swiss Mountain Spring
Rosemary is a tonic with a
natural scent of fresh rosemary
from Spain, Morocco and
quinine, of natural origin from
India and Indonesia.
- Volume: 0,20 l.
- Manufacturer: Sygama SA,
Basel

.......................................................

.......................................................

- Add 5-6 ice cubes to a glass glass
and allow it to cool;
- Pour in 40 ml. Genie Brockmans;
- Put in the glass 3 berries of
raspberries and a small twig of
thyme;
- Fill the glass with 2/3 tonic SWISS
MOUNTAIN SPRING GINGER &
LEMONGRASS.

- Put a sprig of rosemary in a large
glass glass with 5-6 ice cubes inside.
- Pour in 40 ml. the gin of Mare;
- Fill the glass with 2/3 tonic SWISS
MOUNTAIN SPRING ROSEMARY;
- Put a small twig of thyme into the
glass.

Classic Tonic & London Dry Gin

.......................................................
FEVER-TREE
ELDERFLOWER TONIC
WATER
England
In the tonic - light and delicate
character, in which the tender
and sweet taste of elderberry,
perfectly balanced with the soft
bitterness of quinine.
- Volume: 0,20 l.
- Manufacturer: Fever-Tree
Ltd., London, UK.
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....................................................
FEVER-TREE PREMIUM
INDIAN TONIC WATER
England

.......................................................
FEVER-TREE SICILIAN
LEMON TONIC WATER
England

A refined blend of herbal
fragrances and rare
ingredients such as bitter
almonds from Tanzania,
spring water and high quality
quinine from the Congo.
- Volume: 0,20 l.
- Manufacturer: Fever-Tree
Ltd., London, UK.

Sicilian lemon-tonic, acquired
its name, due to the mixing
of high-quality oils of Sicilian
lemon with quinine from
Congo. This fantastic mix, one
of the most difficult to your
liking.
- Volume: 0,20 l.
- Manufacturer: Fever-Tree
Ltd., London, UK.
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- Add 5-6 ice cubes to a glass glass
and allow it to cool;
- Pour 40 ml of London Dry Gin;
- Fill the glass with 2/3 tonic SWISS
MOUNTAIN SPRING CLASSIC;
- Add 4 juniper berries to the glass,
first slightly squeezing them between
the fingers, until the juice is allocated;
- Add a sprig of rosemary to the glass.

Ginger & Lemongrass &
Brockmans Gin

Rosmarin Tonic & Gin Mare
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Bartenders
Association of
Georgia (GBA)
Dear readers, friends and,
of course, barmen - for the
first time from the pages of
BAR NEWS magazine you
are greeted by the Bartenders
Association of Georgia
and its president – Jacques
Dzhordzhadze!
It is a great honor for us to welcome such a large audience of Russian bartenders and immediately
want to thank Sergey Viktorovich Ciro, Sergei Kolbeeev, Andrei Sumsky, Alexander Sukhov for the
opportunity to introduce our GBA association to our Russian colleagues.
Like all enthusiasts of our profession all over the world we maintain friendly relations with
colleagues from different countries and the Bartender Association of Russia is not an exception: we
are connected by an old friendship and professional mutual respect with the founder of BAR Sergey
Viktorovich Tsiro and of course with the current president BAR Sergei Nikolaevich Kolbeyev, whom
we met in October 2017 in Copenhagen at the significant for our association 66th World Congress
and World Championship in the art of bartending. And the significant for us Congress of 2017 was
the fact that our Association was accepted into the international bartending community of IBA
(International Bartenders Association).

At once I will note that congratulations on this event come from our friends from all over the world
and to this day! This event was preceded by years of labor and development but - everything in
order:
It so happened that when I was a 5th year student of the faculty of the French language of the
Tbilisi Institute of Foreign Languages, I was invited to work as a barman in the «currency» bar for
foreigners at the hotel Iberia (the current Radisson Blu) in Tbilisi.
Imagine: 1970, foreign guests in sunny Tbilisi were a wonder, and the concept of «bar» was absent
in the minds of citizens as such - including mine - but the dimness of the hall, a long bar with
beautifully arranged various bottles, muffled music and cigar smelling in the air and beautiful
women, did their thing - the decision was made.
The development in the profession occurred in those years as well as now - washed ashtrays, cleaned
the dishes from the tables and a month later got into the «basic composition». So began the 47-year
history that continues to this day.
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In 1978 I took courses at the Institute for the Improvement of
the Qualification of the Guiding Workers at the Main Intourist
of the USSR in Moscow, I was taught by Aleksandr Georgievich
Kudryavtsev (Leningrad and to this day we are friends), Raf
Floridia and Augusto Rivelli (both were from Milan) for three
months everyday learning. I learned a lot about the work of
the bartender, and returned to Tbilisi, you can already say
«Professor.»
Here - from the Italian colleagues I learned about the existence of
the World Barmen Association, about any contacts or about the
entry of the IBA could not be a question. The bar - in the minds
of Soviet citizens was a lousy place, by the way, when neighbors
found out that I started to work as a barman-many and were sure
that I work in a brothel.
I write the word «Profession» with a capital letter - it’s not a typo,
it’s a tribute to work, knowledge, years spent at the bar and I invite
beginners to respect their complex and noble profession from the
very first steps!
Years later, at the end of the 20th century, more information
about colleagues in the rest of the world became available and
the decision was made, in the July heat of 2002, together with my
friend George Mchedlishvili, founded the Bartenders Association
of Georgia (GBA).

Today the first graduates of the barmen courses of our
Association of those years have already turned into masters who,
in turn, continue to raise their own pupils. Let me remind readers
that the years between 1990 and the beginning of the 2000s were
frankly difficult for our country and the rapid development of
the hospitality industry took over the mid / late 2000s, which
continues to this day!

But back to the beginning - in
the late 90’s in a few Tbilisi’s
bars / restaurants they had no
idea what the «bar» was, the
cocktail map, bar equipment even the necessary inventory
was inaccessible - many bars
did not have a jigger and a
shaker. Naturally, the cocktails
were mixed with a violation of
all rules. Fashion and demand
for mixed drinks came to
us as a mass phenomenon
by the middle of the first
decade of the 2000s and
gradually began to appear the
demand for skilled employees:
bartenders, waiters - who
later grew into managers / bar
managers. From year to year
young people with burning
eyes and a desire to stand
behind the bar stand come
to us - some of them remain
in the profession, some are
gone, but our Association is
gaining more and more friends
and, importantly, people
preaching respect for the skill
and endurance of the person
standing behind rack.
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Probably the reader will be interested in whether there are any representatives of the fair sex in
Georgia behind bar counters - I will answer briefly (although I would like to write a separate article
about this wonderful phenomenon) - every girl at the bar was necessarily the Queen of her bar! In
each tournament, the championship of barmen mastery must be attended by girls - they are still a
little but each brings something very bright - whether it’s technique of execution or author’s cocktail!
Raise the glass with a drink dear readers for the beautiful girls behind the counter and do not skimp
on the tip when you serve a woman’s hand drink!
The next big step was the visit
of I.B.A Vice-President Ronald
Busman to Tbilisi for the 2011
Championship of Georgia,
later, already in the rank
of IBA President, Bussman
became a frequent guest of
our events, including regional
tournaments. In 2015, our
Association was awarded the
status of «candidate for entry»
in I.B.A.
These are the years of active activity - trainings, competitions,
master classes, invited specialists - I can not help mentioning the
help of such outstanding specialists as Yaroslav Panov, Alexander
Kudryavtsev, Vyacheslav Lankin, Denis Temny, Vladimir
Alekseyev, Roman Toroshchin, I think we were brilliantly
prepared for joining and passed the exam - and in October 2017
at the Congress in Copenhagen IBA President Ron Busman announced the adoption of the Association of Bartenders of
Georgia in the IBA - I will never forget these emotions and his
words: «Welcome to Family». Years of work were not in vain in the fall of 2018, Georgian barmen will perform in the world
championship held in I.B.A. in Tallinn.
Since 2007, the barman profession can be trained in 3 state
vocational schools throughout the country - in Tbilisi, Kobuleti (a
small town on the Black Sea coast) and Batumi, the capital of our
Black Sea resort holiday!
To date, the Association has two branches in the regions with a
barmen school:
1. This Association of Barmen Imereti in Kutaisi is the president
of our graduate with 10 years experience of practical work Boris
Kikadze - he also teaches.
2. The Association of Barmen of Adjara in Batumi, the president
is also an experienced barman and teacher Lasha Khakhutaishvili.
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Today the Georgian hospitality industry is a well-formed
industry that grows and develops in many areas - summer and
winter resorts, tourist excursions in the regions - almost all
12 months a year. The world’s cuisines, international service
standards, large and small tour companies, and certainly not
without the participation of international hotel chains and elite
alcohol manufacturers / distributors from all over the world - all
this is presented in quite a large volume and continues to develop
every year. Accordingly, Georgian restaurateurs are also growing
- more and more new concepts and models of restaurants, bars,
etc. are being adopted, experience from around the world is being
adopted, but of course traditional Georgian cuisine and Georgian
winemaking dominate all of this and our Georgian bartenders
contribute to development of the tourism industry!
Last year, there was another significant event - a 6-million tourist visited Georgia! Let me remind
you that the population of our country is only four million and the inflow of tourists is growing
from year to year. A record number of guests was recorded in 2017. Of course, all this has a
favorable effect on the entire hospitality industry as a whole and promotes the development of
individual specialists.

A little bit about the Georgian Wine
I am proud to inform you that on
November 23, 2017 in Bordeaux,
famous experts announced
that Georgia is the cradle of
winemaking. 8 thousand years
ago, our ancestors from the first
harvest of a cultivated vine made wine and to the riches of our
world - Georgians added a divine gift in the form of Georgian
wine. In itself, it is worthy of pride that the word «wine» spread
throughout the world from the Georgian name of this truly divine
liquid: guineau, vin, wein, vinum, wine, and the word wine comes
from the ancient Georgian «gwiwi,» which means wandering. The
great Russian proletarian writer Maxim Gorky (Peshkov), having
been in Georgia before the revolution (1910-1912) in Kakheti
in Telavi, at one of the festive tables, pronounced the following
toast: «I drink for the people who make this wine and thereby
contribute in the soul of man the sun’s rays.
«In addition to classic cocktails and all sorts of twists, there
are author’s cocktails in the menu of bars and restaurants from
working bartenders and, of course, experiments with local
products - wine, brandy, chacha, fruit distillates, fruit syrups
- do not stop. And fortunately - you can see how everything is
experimenting: both beginners and experienced and witty wolves
of the industry, because every barman is a composer of his own
music, music that sounds like a shaker’s melody! I want to express
my gratitude to our sponsoring partners who have been with us

all these years and supported
us: GAGRA PLUS, GDALKO,
Natakhtari, Kvira. ge «for
information support.

Thank you for attention! I
will be happy to welcome my
Russian colleagues in sunny
Georgia! Good luck to you in
2018, a good mood every day
and a great balance!
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Faithfully
yours,
Jacques
Jorjadze.
President
GBA .
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Barmen tour of
Georgia
Duration of the tour is 6 (six) days.
Accommodation in the hotel «Vera House» 6 (six) nights
- one person $210
The hotel is located in one of the ancient districts of
Tbilisi - Vera. (Rcheulishvili No. 13), which is surrounded
by the mountains of Mtatsminda. The 3-star hotel consists
of 12 (two, three and four local) rooms.

This includes:
1. Transfer from the airport to the hotel and from the hotel to the
airport;
2. Breakfast at the hotel;
In the program of the barman-tour 4 (four) excursions are planned
- one person is $ 100
1. Excursion around the city of Tbilisi;
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2. The ancient capital of
Georgia, Mtskheta;
3. Kakheti Region - Sighnaghi
and Telavi (wine tasting);
4. The city of Gori, Uplistsikhe
(monastery);
The cost of a full service
package for one person is $ 310.

The history of the drink
SCOTTISH KISS
In Scotland there is a cocktail called «Scottish Kiss». At the heart
of it, of course, is scotch tape. In addition to Scotch whiskey, it
features a Caribbean liquor and southern flavor of grapefruit,
and juicy strawberries along with lemon acid. Cocktail with
whiskey and malibu «Scottish Kiss» has a vivid color, which is not
characteristic of the reserved Scots.
But it is an enviable Scottish restraint does not have to the legendary drink, nor any relationship.
It’s all about the origin of the name of the cocktail, which is deeply rooted in the history of
Scotland, its, in its own way, a romantic culture. This is not about romance, in its generally accepted
understanding. Although, perhaps for the harsh Scottish Highlanders, this is just the romance and
is. «Scottish Kiss» is a technique in a fight, when an opponent is hit with a head, or rather a forehead.
The thing is that in the tightness of the bar this method is very convenient, because it does not
require a swing, and when properly applied, the effect of the blow, literally, the brain is stunning.
Some bad specialists, if incorrectly applied, can easily break the cervical vertebrae. Where does
this force strike from the Scottish Highlander? The origins lie in the peculiarities of the Scottish
climate and way of life. Scotland is not the most favorable place for agriculture, so for a long time
these lands were famous not so much for farmers as for warriors and shepherds. There is a beautiful
legend that the ancestors of this military reception were Scottish shepherds, and their first sparring
partners are ordinary sheep. The shepherd mountaineer, who was bored, took a young sheep, knelt
beside him and grabbed for the horns. Bam! Hit the head in the forehead lamb - and he already lies
dazed and, probably, in the greatest amazement on earth. The young highlander earned, therefore,
the respect of his fellow tribesmen, because a strong head, especially in those days, was valued more
than intelligent. The trained shepherd, who was lucky not to break his neck about the ram, went to
confirm his qualification in the nearest bar.
Over time, with the development of
the industrial revolution in Scotland,
highland shepherds began to move
to cities. It turned out that a strong
head is very much appreciated in
megacities. Bar fights with their
jolts contributed to the use of rapid
unexpected strikes at the shortest
distance, and the weak heads of
citizens - a complete pleasure for
trained professionals.
It is believed that the worldwide distribution of the name of the reception «Scottish Kiss» we owe the
Englishmen who collided with him in Scotland. The English were not particularly fond of them, so
they faced the «Scottish Kiss» regularly. On their own experience, the British gained the conviction
that out of all the nations of the world it is the Scots who experience the greatest love and respect for
this street fight.
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The Scots themselves began to call this device «Kiss of Glasgow».
Modern Glasgow is a luxurious city of Scotland, the fourth most
populous in the United Kingdom, a city with a rich history,
cultural and religious values. In the 19th century, Glasgow was
even named the second city of the Empire after London - it played
it played such a big role in the life of British society. But at the end of the 18th and the beginning
of the 19th century, during a period of special industrial growth, Glasgow was a city overpopulated
and very criminogenic. In Glasgow there was one more ancient custom - the «Glasgow Smile». The
bottom line is that in a dirty fight the poor fellow was cut with a knife of his mouth along the edges
so that he permanently mutilated his face. Fortunately, this kind of savagery was not the name of the
drink, so we will not develop the topic in detail.
Here’s how the Scottish saying goes:
«Throughout the world, this is called the» Scottish Kiss. «
In Scotland itself it is called the «Kiss of Glasgow».
In turn, in Glasgow, he is known under the name «Kiss with Crown Street.»
And already on Crown Street it is called «Kiss from house number 73».
In house number 73, he is called «Steve’s Kiss».
And Steve calls him the way he fucking likes it!».
BARNEWS magazine offers two recipes for the «Scottish Kiss».
Reception «Scottish Kiss»:
Bar fight. The turmoil and the crowd. It’s time to give your opponent a «Scottish Kiss».
To do this, you need to grab the enemy by the lapels or hands above the elbows. Then you need to
sharply pull it to yourself, while striking your head. The head should at the same time be a single
whole with the shoulders, for this neck and shoulders strongly tense, so that the body from the chest
to the forehead was a single, all-destroying ram. It is necessary to beat in a nose, a bridge or in a jaw.
The secret of skill: Experienced craftsmen, a fraction of a second before their head hits the enemy,
makes an easy «peck» - like a raven beak. Thus, a triple effect is achieved: the hands attract the
opponent, you jerk in his direction, and the head completes the acceleration, making an additional
«peck».
For people who are not prone to fights, but who make to join the
Scottish culture, we publish the recipe of the cocktai «Scotch
Kiss»:
Ingredients:
Type - Long Drinks; Method - Blend; A glass - highball
Decoration - Strawberries
Recipe
- 4 cl whiskey (recommended Ballantine’s Finest),
- 3 cl Malibu liquor,
- 2 cl syrup Grenadine,
- 2 cl of lemon juice,
- 5 berries of strawberry.
Centiliter (сl) - one unit of volume measurement. 1 сl (centilitre)
= 10 milliliters.
Preparation: Stir four strawberry berries in a blender, add the rest
of the ingredients, ice and mix. Strain into a glass. Cocktail to
decorate with strawberries.
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«DOG BAR»
We have long been
accustomed to the signs of
«Kotokafe», where they harbor
weakness for the deceased
guests, fill their emotional need
for communication with the
objects of their adoration.
These places of cat lovers are called a cult for rest and spiritual therapy. But there is another category
of other lovers of our little brothers - they are «dog owners». Disputes between «koshatnikami» and
«dogs», sometimes passing into the heat of serious passions, have been going on for a very long
time. They occur even in a scientific environment between professors at meetings of the Association
of Psychological Sciences in the United States. According to their research, 60% of people consider
themselves to be dog-owners, compared to 11% of cat-owners (the rest say they love both animals or
no one).

We (BARNEWS) love cats and dogs equally, and we love people very much.
On the cafe and bars for cat lovers, there is a lot of information, thanks to the «nyashny» attitude
of regulars of these establishments to their favorites, although among them there are real brutals both among the first and among the second. We will tell you about a bar for dogs, more precisely for
guests of an institution with dogs.
In one of the most «beer» states of Oregon, the local brewer and owner of the beer Scott Porter,
during the conversation with the dogs and visitors to his beer garden realized that most of them
equally like beer and dogs. After a moment’s hesitation, Scott decided that these two hobbies can be
combined on the basis of his beer garden.
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At first, a couple of cute doggies were worn in his institution, but over time, Scott had an increase
in tailed regulars. All dogs in the institution are called Fido and, accordingly, Fidette. The names
are given to them by the name of the institution Fido’s Tap House (Beer Fido). In the future, the
institution plans to hold seminars for dog breeders, competitions and master classes. And the way it
happens is not in Ireland, but in Oregon, the institution can rightly be called «Dog’s Pub».
By the way, in Russia there are a lot of restaurants, cafes and bars for a long time, where not only
the entrance with dogs is allowed, but it is also welcomed in every way, turning them into clubs of
interest.

The main thing for the
owners of alcohol bars, who
were going to hang a sign
on the door «Dog-friendly»
remember that many dogs
do not like drunk people,
someone can and bite.
Subsequently, lawsuits can
ruin.
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BAR Training Center

Moscow, Kosygina, house 15,
Korston hotel
Phones: +7 (916) 042-15-77
E-mail: school@barclass.ru,
www. barclass.ru

Have you decided to master
a bartender’s profession or a
waiter’s profession?

We will help you become the best in the restaurant business!
☑ Exclusive training in the program of the International Bartending Association.
☑ International Diploma, valid in more than 40 countries.
☑ Opportunity to get into the most prestigious establishments in Moscow, St. Petersburg and
other Russian cities.
COURSES OF ADDITIONAL EDUCATION FOR RESTAURANTS
Founder and Honorary President BAR. Tsyro S.V. conducts individual classes for managers,
managers, directors.
Duration: 12 days.
Tuition fee: 45 000 rubles.

BAR Training Center
COURSES BAR-STYLE

COURSES «ANTIWOR»

The original strait and serving drinks in the
style of bar freestaling and elements of working
flaring.
Duration: 5 days.
The cost of the course: 3 000 rubles.

Those who graduate from this module will be
able to organize a system that EXCLUDES THE
OPPORTUNITY OF HEALTH in an institution!
Duration: 4 days of classes for 6 hours.
The course is conducted by Founder and
Honorary President BAR. Tsyro S.V.

COURSES OF THE BARIST
Beginning of classes: as the group is recruited.
Group: 3-4 people.
Duration: 4 days of training for 4 hours.
Tuition fee: 16,000 rubles.
LATTE-ART COURSES
Individual training.
Duration: 3 days.
The cost of the course: 18 000 rubles.
OFFICIAL COURSES
The beginning of classes is every Monday.
11.00 - morning group.
16.00 - evening group.
Superformula: 1 week of training + 2 weeks
of practice + international diploma + 100%
guarantee of employment.
Duration: 5 days.
The cost of the course: 12 000 rub.

TRAINING IN THE RESTAURANT OF THE
CUSTOMER
Master classes, trainings, barmen, waiters,
administrators, sales increase, skills of fast work of
the barman and the waiter.
The cost and terms are determined individually,
depending on the volume of services provided.
COURSE TASTING COURSES
The beginning of the course is negotiated
individually.
Courses are designed for those who want to learn
at home, professionally prepare cocktails for their
friends.
Each listener can try more than 40 types of
cocktails in any quantity without restrictions.
The cost of the course: 5 000 rubles.

COURSE OF QUALIFICATION FOR BARMENTS
The main topics of the classes are: professional standards, bar-style, sales organization, conflict
situations, job descriptions, team interchangeability, reporting and product selection, coffee and tea
at the bar.
Duration: 5 days.
The cost of the course: 25 000 rub.
BARMEN COURSES
Beginning of classes: every Monday.
11.00 - morning group.
17.00 - evening group.
Duration: 1 week of training + 2 weeks of practice + an international diploma + 100% guarantee of
employment in bars, restaurants and nightclubs in Moscow for 6 months.
The cost of the course: 16 000 rubles.
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